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…A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

THE CRYSTAL RIVER (Part 10)
Important: Your personal ascension begins with a quantum leap from faith
into an unexplored dimension of expected and unexpected discoveries;
remembering and rediscovering and expanding the creative adventures of
being The Father’s divine imagination; for Good. We are the most
privileged and most responsible generation; the first to know about
quantum science, relativity, holograms, subatomic particles, ageless
photons, micro chips and DNA.

A Pelegram… Volume 1, No. 10

Notice: The RESEARCH into Science and Astronomy is a quest to help us IDENTIFY the
Spiritual record encoded within the Chromosome/DNA heart of the HIDDEN MAN OF THE
HEART, which is intended to be confirmed by the WRITTEN WORD of the COVENANTS. With
increasing attacks on the WAY OF THE CROSS we must equip our self to be ready always to
give an answer for the HOPE that lies within. I am more and more impressed that we as the
SPIRITUALLY ANOINTED were lowered into this three dimensional realm of opposition and
conflict to participate in the PLAN for reclaiming this Earth realm for the rightful OWNER; our
Creator Father El Elyon. Understanding our true identity is necessary to equip us with spiritual
memory and insight to stand in our Anointing and also to withstand the accusations and lies of
the carnal Adversary. We are Spirit; we are not carnal. We are a Visible expression of Spirit.
It is our will and purpose never to diminish in any degree the Righteous Goodness of Our Father
and His unique Equal working relationship with His Sons and, also to express the highest
confidence in His written Covenant records. It is my view that we must be diligent in our walk
and remain forever teachable as the Spirit renews our understanding day by day. The Biblical
introduction of the Heavens and Earth; light and darkness; good and evil opens onto a stage set
for a physical life of stress caused by a sense of duality. Stress tears at the fabric of a healthy
life. We were appointed to this conflict to discover that we are IN this struggle but we are not OF
it. We are OF the Prince of Peace; and OF His increase and OF His Government there is no
end. Our Life was hid WITH Him and IN Him from BEFORE the foundation.
From my view it is important to observe that all types, shadows and signs were fulfilled in
Christs birth, death, resurrection and inauguration of A New Creation, which operates on a
timetable of Today and Now.

LIFT UP YOUR EYES: YOU ARE NOW AN ACTIVE PART OF GODS PLAN
In the summer of 1977, NASA launched two galactic research satellites, Voyagers 1 and 2, to
travel to the edge of our Solar System. After traveling thirteen years and fourteen billion miles and
taking thousands of pictures, on 2/14/1990 Voyager 1 turned back from the outer edge of our
Milky Way Galaxy toward our G-2 Dwarf sun-star. There floating on the ‘rainbow’ arc of color
produced by our atmosphere, was a pale blue dot; our planet “the earth standing in the water
and out of the water” (2nd Peter 3:5). How did Peter know that? Even though Voyager had
discovered billions of suns in our Milky Way galaxy, visible light was found in only one place; it
was our home, planet Earth. Atmospheric Water is required to change the invisible ultra violet rays
of the sun into creative life producing visible light. Each photon of light captured by Voyager’s
cameras contained volumes of Earth history, which also includes people history. Think about it: In
the DNA of Christ, which is our Light and Life, is our history in His Universe. “All things were
created by Him, and without Him was not anything created that was created” (John 1:3).
According to our trusted document of Faith: The Bible proposes to reveal to the seeker of truth,
Life changing Faith. Life changing because the revelation proposes the Christ Life is our Truth.
The Genesis document records that the first audible word spoken in the Universe was, “Light Be”.
Or, as our English Translation renders the Hebrew, “Let there be Light”. We now know that what
we call light is visible Light and is a very, very narrow sliver (one trillionth) of the Electromagnetic
Spectrum of the Sun’s radiation. Our planet receives emissions from many suns and exploding
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super novas in the Universe. Our G2 Dwarf Sun produces in abundance all the frequencies
necessary for intelligent life. And fortunately for us, Earth’s atmosphere filters and transforms even
the deadly rays of the Gamma, Ultra Violet, Radio, X-Ray, Infrared, and Microwave frequencies
into life energies. They ‘feed’ or charge the elements of the Periodic Table. Our physical body is
formed of the Earth including the elements of the periodic table. The invisible rays of ‘dark energy’
are a necessary part for life and for a visible God expression. For there to be light that produces
visible life (Earth Life), the sound of the creative Word “Light Be” had to reverberate within the
atmosphere of our Planet Earth. The Voyager found no other visible light in the Universe, which
means the Universe is composed of all dark energy.
The marvelous complexity of the human eye is designed to receive ONLY the frequencies of the
colors of the rainbow as light. The rest of the Universe is an ocean of invisible dark(ness) energy
and deadly radiation. It is only here on Earth (wearing the coat of many atmospheric rainbow
colors) that Light is Life and Life is Light. But did Christ the Creator of all, limit Himself to know
only what we know as light? He knew, for instance, that His Father was within. Also, He would
have known that His Father was hidden in the frequencies of darkness in the Secret Place of
darkness. When He said, “I am the LIGHT”, since He knew all things, did He include all light or
only visible light? I will attempt in this article to make a case for understanding that God The
Father, who is characterized as Life, is made up of ALL ENERGY/FREQUENCIES both visible
and invisible. Christ, His Son, is identified as Visible Light. Christ referred to His Invisible Father
as The Greater. The Father is ALL and in all.
He Who designed the human eye limited our ability to know Him. Our knowledge of and
relationship to God requires faith and trust. Human faith requires revelation, which is determined
by trust.
THE LIGHT SHINETH IN DARKNESS
We begin this word journey with the question: What is light? Normally we call light the white
visible spectrum; but the vast expanse of the solar electromagnetic spectrum of light is 99%
invisible dark energy. Dark energy is also a living Spiritual dynamic. We are told that the dark
matter is more potent than the light. The Scriptures tell us that the Creator hides Himself in
darkness and that to Him there is no difference between light and darkness. He tells us that He
creates darkness and that in a second step He forms the light. He spoke to Moses out of the gross
darkness. Since there is so much more of Him than we have yet learned and since there is so much
more dark matter than visible light matter, I think it behooves us to ask the question; “Is there
something in dark energy we need to know?” Are you open, or are you afraid of the dark?
THE DESIRE TO EXPLORE SPACE
Dr. Edwin Hubble has verified, even to Albert Einstein, that light is moving away from the Sun at
the speed of over 186,000 miles per second. He also confirms that the billions of galaxies,
composed like our Milky Way Galaxy of billions of Suns which make up constellations, are each
made up of innumerable suns all moving in rhythmic order away from each other at the speed of
light. And let me emphasize that all that light energy is invisible to the human eye. The only visible
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light is here, inside our atmosphere. And here, in the Earth and within our earth body, the vast
majority of light energy is darkness. It is Big. It is Huge. It is enormous beyond imagination. Can
you believe that our Father has encapsulated in a set of genes the history of the Universe, its
intricate movements, and HIMSELF, and put it all inside each of us?
As little and insignificant as our Earth appears in RELATION to the Universe, and as miniscule as
a person appears in relation to our Sun and the Earth, our BOOK of Faith proposes that the
Intelligent GOD, Who created this magnificent complexagon, has deposited His Life and His
Presence inside man who has the potential of giving Him visibility. And plus all that, He has given
us His mind. Imagine that! And the Messiah said: “Canst thou believe?” Life’s potentialities are
only possible to those who can believe. Our BOOK proposes that He keeps up with His entire
creation. His mind must be faster than the speed of light. I say; “Where did I leave my keys?” Our
Father has forgotten only one thing… sin. Thank you Father.
Let’s FOCUS ON OUR BOOK OF FAITH, The Bible. It teaches us that the Creator is a Covenant
God. He desires union with His creation. And He made man with the potential of entering into an
individual personal covenant relationship in which He designed a plan to visibly express His
invisible creative designed Life through us. We must keep our biblical based Faith, because
without Faith, it is impossible for Him to fulfill His Purpose. Our BOOK pictures our Life Giver as
a Kind, Good, Compassionate, Gentle, Encouraging, Lover of Life, with a plan for world peace and
having a humble servant heart. WE MUST BE AWARE THAT HE IS SPIRIT, and ONLY
Covenants WITH MAN’S SPIRIT. In fact, HIS plan is to remove any false flesh concept of man’s
separated identity. How could man believe that He would support anything else? Our BOOK says
that no man has at any time seen GOD. It tells us that we are children of light. Could it be that He
is hidden by and acts out of the creative realm we call Dark or invisible matter? Yes.
He made darkness His secret place. (Psalms 28:11)
Darkness and the light are both alike to Him. (Psalms 139:12)
Clouds of darkness are about Him. (Psalms 97:2)
I form the light and create the darkness. (Isaiah 45:7)
I will give you the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of secret places. (Isaiah 45:3)
Moses drew near to the thick darkness where God was. (Exod. 20:21)
The mountain burned with fire, with clouds and thick darkness. (Deuteronomy 4:11)
He came down and darkness was under His feet. (2nd Sam. 22:10)
The day of the LORD is darkness and not light. (Amos 5:18)
Etc, etc.
Using Biblical calculations, one hundred twenty generations (4,000 years) after the introduction of
the Man with breath in his nostrils called Adam or Adom, the perfect visible manifestation of the
One who said, “Let there be Light”, was introduced by an ostracized Levitical Priest called John
the Baptist. The Scripture says of John the Baptizer, “He was not that light but was sent to bear
witness of that Light.” It was the Christ Who said; “I am the Light of the World”, and it is said
about Him, “In Him was Life; and the Life was the Light of MEN”, and again “That was the
true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.” Christ is the visible light.
Every descendant of Adam is a potential expression of the Light of Christ.
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For emphasis, I have noted that there is visible light and invisible light. I propose that the
invisible light is called darkness and existed before light. The Bible says that to the Creator they
are both the same. Both forms of light are necessary for complete Spirit life on this planet. The
Periodic Table of Elements identifies an invisible microscopic spectrum in the Earth as well as our
body. Our visible body incorporates all the invisible frequencies of the elements, which make up
the Periodic Table. Each of the elements are actually individual frequencies which are recharged
daily by the full spectrum of electromagnetic energy of the Universe, both visible and invisible. Is
this the design our spiritual Creator used to conceal Himself within mankind? Ponder the question.
The One who understands and is involved in every complex facet of constellations and galaxies, of
thermal dynamics and microchip computers, and crickets and grasshoppers, has found a way to
individualize and personalize an intimate relationship with every thinking person. Jesus spoke a
parable to His disciples; “You are the Light of the World” (Matt. 5:14). What could He have
meant? He also compared the Light of those to whom He imparted His Spirit Life and who
believed what He believed to a City set on a hill, which cannot be hid. What did he mean? Is it
because we have not understood the full spectrum of Light that the Christian light testimony has
been darkness to the world? Have we disallowed the potential of others? Has Christian religion
built an exclusive club? Let’s explore. Do others despise us because we condemned them to hell?
Have we not understood our Citizenship is a dimension of unity?
We have learned from our scriptures and from Astro-science that our world (this dimension of
opposites) requires a system of opposites to produce visible life (as we know life to be). Visible
light life requires positive and negative; gravity and lift, good and evil, light and darkness;
breathing in and breathing out; order and disorder, assimilation and elimination, sickness and
health, happiness and sadness, for and against, war and peace, hot and cold, heaven and hell, saved
and lost, creating and forming, etc., etc. Opposites and opposition produce stress. The LORD said;
“I form Light, and create darkness” (Isaiah 45:7). He subjected us to this realm to learn our
necessity for HIS Spirit salvation. Jesus taught us that we are IN this world of opposites; but we are
not OF this realm. The Christ Life is a Doorway into another dimension of Spirit unity. In the
realm of opposites the Prince of Peace is OF another dimension. And of His Government there
shall be on end.
We, in Christ, are OF a dimension of Unity and Peace; but we are IN a world of stress producing
opposites. Stress is the enemy of life. We must find a Secret refuge from stress. The SECRET is
that we AS Spirit, are OF God and IN this world but not OF this world. He formed within us a
place of stress free Rest. Strive to enter into His Rest. I believe the place of rest is now identified
as Quantum. Quantum is defined as a unified field without oppositions. Quantum is a Prepared
place. As Spirit we can live in two different worlds, or more, at the same time. I believe that we are
here to superimpose the Kingdom of God’s Peace upon the Kingdom of the world and the
operation begins within our self. WE ARE OF GOD. I believe we have found the Aquarian
Waterman’s Prepared Room.
In John 9:5, Jesus is quoted: “As long as I am in the world, I am the Light of the world”. (We
know that He was complete in Himself). Could that completeness include all the life forces, both
positive and negative, visible and invisible? Let’s compare that statement from the Messiah, with
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John 17:14, where it is recorded in His High Priestly prayer: “Father… I have given them [the
Disciples] Thy Word; and the world hated them, because they are not of the world, even as I
am not of the world.” Then in verses 15 and 16: “I pray not that Thou shouldest take them out
of the world, but that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil. They are not of the world,
even as I am not of the world.” Separation from Him produces stress and guilt and dis ease.
Biblical Fact: GOD is ALL and in all. HE is hidden in the Super Creative Dark Energy. The part of
HIMSELF that is called SON is revealed as VISIBLE LIGHT.
Jesus said; “I came forth from the Father, and am come into the
world: again, I leave the world, and go to the Father” (John l6: 28).
******
Now consider: Earlier he had said, The Father is ‘IN’ me. “Believest
HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED
thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father in me? The
BEING
words that I speak unto you I speak not of myself: but the Father
OF
that dwelleth in me, He doeth the works. Believe me that I am in
ANOTHER
the Father, and the Father in me: or else believe me for the very
DIMENSION?
works sake” (John 14:10-11). Father is an invisible Spirit. They who
*****
worship Him (know His worth) must worship Him in Spirit and in
Truth. The Father is greater than I. God is ALL and in all. Am I
raising questions you have not considered? That’s good. The Secret Truth I hope to communicate
is this: YOU and I are intimately involved in every facet (by Faith) of The Creative process called
G O D. Religion thrives on telling mankind otherwise.

CONSIDER THIS: If Christ returned to the Father, who was IN him, he didn’t go some
other place; he moved to another level of consciousness; another dimension. The Christ (in
you) had and has that ability. Science is enlightening us concerning the dimensions within
our bodies. Cells make up our bodies; within the cells are molecules; within the molecules
are atoms; and within the atoms is another dimension called Quantum. We know there are
levels of our Spiritual awareness: Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles; Spirit, Soul AND
Body; innocence, guilt and condemnation, etc, etc, and etc. In the framework of spiritual
Energy, we are dealing with levels of consciousness. Everything is nothing to you until you
are made aware. In the super-conscious space at the Quantum level is a unified field of
Oneness; where there is no separation and no time or space; only peace, unity and harmony.
Is that the place where the mind of Christ functions; a place where we are told to ‘let’? (I
heard someone say that God’s vegetable garden only has let-tuce.) It is not a place of doing;
it is a place of “Let us Be”.
Is there an actual level of consciousness within us where the Kingdom of Heaven’s
righteousness, peace and joy is the Law of Spirit Life? I BELIEVE SO. May I propose;
dimensionally the Anointed Light of Christ, within the believer, is to us what the G2 Dwarf
Sun is to our Planet. Our Atmosphere is our Shield and Buckler. The Holy Spirit forms the
Atmosphere in which we daily live and move, as the SON/Sun rises with health in His
wings. The watery membrane surrounding each cell of our body functions as a cellular
atmosphere of protection.
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We have been made aware that Scientists can only examine the corona and identify the
elements that make up the Sun, during an eclipse. Is that a powerful Parable, or what? We
learn to fully appreciate the Light during His visible absence from our presence. Are you
aware that His Light hid the Father Who is hidden in the Darkness? Yet He said it was His
Father Who was hidden in the darkness Who accomplished the miracles which He
performed. Light hides Darkness. His Father, hidden in darkness, did the works. Anything
that we do not see or understand is a form of darkness.
Are you aware that there are already operational computers far superior in speed and storage
to the micro-chip super computers? There are, and they are called the Quantum and the
DNA computers. The merchandising strategy is to introduce new models, faster and with
more storage every so often to make the older models obsolete. The truth is that those future
computers are already operational today in laboratories, and more dramatically, within us.
Unbelievable? No, believable. The Spirit of God in us is waiting for us to discover the way
to turn on the 90% of creativity our brain has yet to activate. He is also waiting for us to
discover that the true Gates are within and that the Ram (random access memory) is already
loaded.
*************** “ARISE, SHINE FOR YOUR LIGHT IS COME” ***************
Has the Holy Spirit brought to your light that the Christ knew all things? He is in you, and He is
your life. Notice; the Gospel of John spends five chapters (13 through 17) reporting about five
hours out of the 42 months of the ministry of Jesus. He was with his disciples in the upper
chambers of the ‘house’ of the man with the water pitcher. Did you get that? This man has an
‘upper’ chamber already furnished and our Earth is now, today under his constellation of
frequencies. Look up, your redemption draweth nigh. (Have you understood that we are living in
the Age when the Waterman is pouring His Water into the basin for Christ to wash your feet?)
Your feet and hands represent the thoughts and intents of your heart.
In John 16:7, Jesus says; “Nevertheless I tell you the truth; It is expedient for you that I go
away: for if I go not away, the Comforter (the Parakletos: 3875, 3844; is One called alongside;
like a counselor) will not come to you; but if I depart, I will send him to you.” At the ‘friend’
covenant level of faith, they were not yet able to know the Holy Spirit as their Teacher within.
Jesus had said to His disciples; “Henceforth, I call you not servants... but I have called you
friends.” There is a level of spiritual development called friend, Philao. (Abraham was called, the
friend of God.) Jesus said to the disciples, “And when he is come, he will reprove the world of
sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment: Of sin, because they [the world] believe not on me;
Of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and you see me no more; Of judgment, because
the prince of this world is judged.” (For emphasis: the Prince of the world is judged; not will be,
is already judged) —crj. His judgment of the carnal Deceiver was always in the Plan. We inherited
the carnal deceiver from Adam.
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(If you are hearing and seeing what the Spirit has given me to share, it will witness in your
heart with the thought, “I already knew that, I just hadn’t thought of it this way” — because
you already know every thing I know. We each know in the Mind of Christ every thing He
taught us, in the beginning. The Spirit of Truth is calling to our remembrance what we
already know. It is Father’s design that you and I need a second witness for truth to be
established. Our assignment is always to be seeking His plan; His truth; His purpose and
direction… while at the same time preparing to raise each other’s frame of reference. You
are my visible light; I am your visible light: together we are the visible corporate Light of
the world. We are living in a crisis time. The world is crying for Peace when there seems to
be no Peace. The Spirit of God is equipping a Priesthood of Peace. Have you volunteered, or
are you waiting to be drafted. If you volunteer, God said, I AM YOUR INHERITANCE.)

I have been dramatically impressed and influenced by a DVD (Da V iD) entitled “The Privileged
Planet” produced by Ultra Media. I strongly recommend that every one experience this powerful
documentary. I believe that this is the most informative and influential scientific research
information I have been privileged to see concerning intelligent design. The DVD opens with the
following quote by T. S. Eliot:
“We shall not cease from our exploration. And at the end of our exploring, will be to arrive at the
place where we started, and to know our place for the first time”.
The quote had to do with our quest to explore the Universe, and then to learn how to more fully
appreciate our place. The statement has deep significant spiritual insight. Religion has so
influenced our belief in a place to go after death that we have not fully focused on, with a single
eye, our potential for the Kingdom of Heaven within us now, here, today. If you are totally focused
on another place, it will cause you to miss the potential of experiencing Today the indwelling
Father’s anointing which begins by knowing that you are in Christ and in The Father within you.

The LIGHT
Lighteth
EVERY MAN
that cometh into
the world.
(Have you seen the Light?)

Are you aware that every spiritual fact that is written in the
Bible is also written in your heart? The Word of Spirit Life is
written in your heart. When the timing is right the Word will
become in you a Rhema, which means that It becomes alive in
you, as a second witness of Truth. The timing is right when our
faith level is at the point of manifesting the Truth in attitude and
behavior. Our faith level is right when we know that it is the
Invisible Father Who doeth the works.

The Light that is life to our Earth Planet is the light that was filtered by the waters in our
atmosphere and which also blended all the deadly dark ultra violet energy into the healing
nurturing frequencies, which became supporting and sustaining energy to the 139 elements in the
periodic table of the earth. The fractional functional frequencies of all the elements produce over
5,000 interactive frequencies for life and health. Father’s Spirit has the super conscious ability to
administer the complex store of frequencies plus manage the autonomic nervous system of blood
pressure, breathing, digestion, etc. without our help. (You could say, in the dark.)
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Our friend Dr. Collins has perfected a light, which duplicates the rainbow frequencies of visible
light and balances the interactive frequencies that make up the invisible elements of the periodic
table in our body. At least that is the way I see it. He has created a scientific mathematical
definition of the visible and invisible Light frequencies, which works wonders (miracles). I believe
that soon The Spirit will open our understanding to activate the Anointed Light energies within our
own bodies to cleanse of all the toxins and free the immune system to work perfectly. In the
meantime at another level, the QXCI Energetic Frequencies (Energy Medicine) is able to intervene
where there is stress and trauma and blockages and lack of understanding to open the natural
powers of the Chakra and Aura related immune functions to create a new life style of health.
I believe that it is important, may be necessary, to understand what Jesus the Christ did when He
died on the cross and turned off the Light (caused an eclipse?). To emphasize the importance to our
place in history on 10/12/1995, there was a solar eclipse. According to The DVD “The Privileged
Planet”, for the very first time, using very sophisticated equipment; scientists, astronomers,
physicists, etc. were able to actually analyze the makeup of the corona of the sun to evaluate the
full spectrum of electromagnetic deadly UV energy we are protected from by our atmosphere.
When Jesus died, the Sun was darkened for a space of three hours. A Solar eclipse lasts for about
51 minutes. Why three hours when Jesus died? Three hours is 180 minutes. 180 degrees is half the
circumference of a circle. The record shows that Jesus was actually on the cross, before His death,
6 hours or 360 minutes. 360 degrees makes a full circle. So actually half the time He was on the
cross the earth was in darkness. Christ died to remove both the misconception of man’s identity
and the darkness or self imposed deception. His death offered to man an opportunity to be released
from the death sentence of carnal mortality. At a new level of understanding, the Cross was an
opportunity for mankind to bring His lamb nature to be given in exchange for the transforming
Light of Christ. Christ’s resurrection introduced New Light and a new appreciation of darkness. It
appears obvious that the people Christ ministered to knew only about visible light. He said, “I am
come that you might have a different quality of life and have the new life more abundantly”. The
discovery of dark energy gives us a unique enlightened understanding of the abundant Life of
which Jesus spoke.
I want to propose that Jesus brought to an end the full 360-degree cycle of the mortal carnal Adam
life. The O.T. Law was given to prove that the Adam carnal or flesh life, in its duality
consciousness, was broken beyond repair. The carnal mind and nature could never manifest the
Spiritual Life attributes of eternal resurrection Life. The Law given to Moses proposed a way out
of the duality, out of the idea that Spirit and flesh could cohabit. There is no compatibility. God is a
Spirit and Spirit is only compatible with spirit. The Adam perspective must be replaced, not fixed.
The New Creation is a New Man.
The Law offered a Spiritual Life solution. It required people to trust a different quality life, which
would replace the blood life. It was introduced to Israel to supplant the Jacob life. The message
was given in pageant form by the Priest’s ritual at the altar of sacrifice when the Priest would
receive for sacrifice a cloven (dual) hoof, identified as the ‘follower’ nature of the Adamic person.
The Priest then took the cloven footed animal’s life by the shedding of blood (dam, Hebrew for
blood) depicting the death of the dual animal/spirit nature. The Priest would then in his symbolic
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spiritual white (righteous) costume portray the new Spirit life relationship with the Invisible God
hidden in the darkness beyond the veil, which was a symbol of flesh. (Notice how this inter
connects with Moses’ presenting the Spiritual Law of God to Israel with a (flesh) veil over his face.
The Prophet never went beyond the veil (Heb. 11).
Please allow me to address (before the Court) what I see, as the most challenged event in Earth’s
history. A few months ago, the book The DaVinci Code and the movie, presented an argument that
Jesus was married to Mary Magdalene and they had a son. Now the Discovery Channel, together
with Harper San Francisco puplisher, announced the discovery of an ossuary which they argue
contained the bones of Jesus. They also claim to have found the bones of Mary, the mother of
Jesus, and Mary Magdalene along with some lesser known relatives.
This challenges the authenticity of Jesus Christ as the Passover Lamb. Having done the necessary
jurisprudence, I am qualified after 50 years of study, to declare the absolute necessity for the
Passover Lamb Messiah to be: “a male, of the first year (unmated) and without spot or blemish,
plus a bone of his body cannot be broken.” Failure at any point would have disqualified Jesus, not
only in the Earth’s Court System of Rome, but also in the Courts of the 2nd and 3rd Heavens where
Jesus carried His blood for DNA testing.
For Christ to be qualified to die for the sin of the whole earth, He not only had to meet the
prophetic requirements of scripture, but also had to prove His connection to every person. In
Genesis 2, it was documented that Christ breathed into Adam His Breath of Life. The Apostle
John, in his New Testament gospel, testified that Christ’s Life (Light) lighteth every man that
cometh into the world.
After His Passover meal with His disciples, Christ went to the Cross as the Son of Man (Adam),
but also as the Adam whose Breath had given Life to the man formed of the earth. By His shed
blood death, Christ lawfully erased the history of the Adam who failed to be the visible expression
of God (missed the mark).
Since Christ lived His Life as a submissive Son of His Father, and as a servant to man, He
manifested the nature of His Father’s Grace. The Hebrew word “Grace” is Chanan (ChNN). The
definition of “ChNN” is “a superior” who submits to serve a lesser. The Life giving Christ,
expressing the nature of the Creator, made Himself the servant of Adam. As the Breath of Adam,
every creative word Adam spoke involved the Life of Christ, to the end that Christ “learned
obedience to the Law of Life”. “Whatever Adam called it (anything and everything) is what it
became, good or evil.” Christ suffered the consequences of every man’s words. He Who was the
first Adam, became also the last Adam. Only after satisfying the three Courts of Heaven and Earth,
was He qualified as the last Adam to be His Father’s Glory; the Resurrection Life.
We are being challenged today as He is pouring out His Spirit Life on all flesh. The act of His
Spirit being poured on human flesh is creating havoc in the earth. There is enmity between the
Spirit of God and the flesh nature of rebellious mankind. To counteract this condition, God’s Spirit
is again separating the Body of Christ to a more absolute spiritual obedience to the abundant Life
of Spirit.
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The universe of your mind is Dark energy:
What you have consciously seen has become to you Light.
Father’s House is scripturally identified as Darkness (unseen).
Everything you have not consciously seen remains Darkness.
Faith is what you have heard and have believed without using your physical eyes to see.
Seeing is spiritual understanding.
This is the secret of The Secret.

Part two will follow soon… it gets better. You will be challenged.
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